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Looking for 
a new dentist?


New patients welcome. Friendly dental care for you and your family.
contact us
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Looking for a straighter smile?


Smile with confidence. Book your FREE initial consultation today
Book Now
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Dental implants for missing teeth


Book a FREE initial consultation and learn more about dental implants
Book Now
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Looking for a brighter smile?


We offer Zoom & Boutique teeth whitening for a brighter, whiter smile
CONTACT US
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Wrinkle & line reduction


FREE initial consultation for the treatment of lines and wrinkles
Book Now











CORONA / COVID-19 UPDATE


Due to the COVID-19 virus outbreak, The Lodge Dental Suite is temporarily closed. However, we  are operating an emergency triage service for all Practice members. If you have dental pain or swelling, please call us:

CALL USPLEASE CLICK HERE FOR LATEST UPDATES VIA OUR BLOGPLEASE CLICK HERE FOR EMERGENCY PDF DOWNLOAD
We apologise for any inconvenience and look forward to seeing you again when The Lodge Dental Suite re-opens.

Thank you for your support and STAY SAFE
Melisha & The Lodge Dental Suite Team



The Lodge Dental Suite in Cheshunt


Your friendly, local dentist
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Welcome to the The Lodge Dental Suite. 

We are based in Cheshunt and we are pleased to accept patients from the surrounding areas including Waltham Abbey, Waltham Cross, Enfield and broader Hertfordshire.

We use the latest techniques to provide a full range of dental treatments including teeth straightening, teeth whitening, dental implants and a range of cosmetic dentistry options. We also offer FREE initial consultations for many of our advanced dental treatments and for our wrinkle and line reduction services. You can also choose to book a FREE initial VIDEO Consultation if that is more convenient...

We look forward to welcoming you to the Practice.
Melisha & The Lodge Dental Suite Team
Learn More




New patients welcome


Are you looking for a new dentist?

At The Lodge Dental Suite we are very proud of the services we deliver and are committed to providing the highest standard of patient care and support. So whether you have a specific dental need that requires attention or you would like to explore cosmetic options, we are here to help.

We offer affordable family dentistry with a range of Dental Membership Plans where you can spread the cost and pay monthly for regular check-ups and hygiene appointments.

Contact us today, we look forward to welcoming you to our friendly dental practice.
CONTACT US


Teeth straightening


With continuous advances in technology, orthodontic treatment (teeth straightening)
has never been more popular.

At The Lodge Dental Suite, we offer much more than just traditional ‘train-track’ metal braces to straighten teeth. You can now choose a more modern, more efficient and more discreet brace system or aligner to achieve the smile you have always wanted. We offer a FREE initial consultation including a convenient VIDEO Consultation option. Start your new smile journey today!

BOOK NOW
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[image: ]Teeth whitening


The colour of our teeth can be affected by staining substances such as cigarettes, coffee, tea and red wine.

At The Lodge Dental Suite we offer a range of teeth whitening treatments, that will leave you with a brighter and whiter smile that you can be proud of

CONTACT US



Dental implants


Whether through accident or decay, missing teeth can have a huge impact on your life.

Missing teeth affect your appearance, ability to speak and chew.  Many options exist for the replacement of a lost tooth, however, due to improved techniques and advances in the materials used, 
dental implants have become a much better solution for many people.

Learn More
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News & Offers


See the latest news and special offers at The Lodge Dental Suite
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VIEW OFFERS
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VIEW OFFERS
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"I had my treatment at The Lodge Dental Suite and I absolutely love it, it's a great atmosphere and dead friendly people"

Laura Kenny CBE - Olympic gold medallist
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[image: ]FREE Initial VIDEO Consultation

Click below to view available appointments
 using our convenient Online Booking system.
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[image: ]Your browser is out of date!
We've noticed you're currently using an old version of IE.

We really recommend you update your browser. 
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Opening Hours

	Monday	9.00am - 5.00pm
	Tuesday	9.00am - 5.00pm
	Wednesday	9.00am - 7.00pm
	Thursday	9.00am - 7.00pm
	Friday	9.00am - 4.00pm
	Saturday
 	9.00am - 3.00pm
    
(alternate weeks)
	Sunday	Closed





Address
The Lodge Dental Suite
The Lodge
Albury Ride
Cheshunt
Waltham Cross
EN8 8XE


01992 643 388
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